HOW DO I BEGIN…
walking the Path to Powáka?

www.powaka.com

WHY MUST I BEGIN
AT THE BEGINNING?
As has been said, a journey begins
with a single step. That is the
beginning. Each step of the Path to
Powáka is specifically designed to
build on the step before and to have
a clearly defined accomplishment
before the next step is revealed. The
Path to Powáka is designed as any
good and sound structure is… there
is a strong foundation, and each
layer is built upon it, in successive
order, until the pinnacle is reached.
For everyone in the WeWán, the
beginning is clearly set forth…
simply let us know you are
interested in walking the Path.

Fill out the form on our website
sharing your contact info with us.
Doing so automatically makes you
a member of the Lodge of the
Ahinábi, the Observers. In this
Lodge, you will learn more about
the Path, and how to take the next
step… attending or hosting a
Pódawe.
If you already know you are ready
to take the Pódawe step, simply
check one of the boxes on the form
to indicate whether you would like
to attend, or host, the event. We
will be in touch shortly to give you
more information on your journey.

WHAT IS A PODAWE?
Pódawe is an Algonquian word which
means, Kindling of the Fire...
It is also your first real step on the Path to
Powáka. In a 3 hour intimate gathering,
you will spend an evening with the
Shawano Wisdom Keepers with a small
group of friends in a casual and relaxed
setting. Learn about the concept of the
Four Stepping Stones and gain insight into
the Path to Powáka. Meet like-minded
people who will be your fellow Sojourners
on the Path.
At this event, you will begin to rethink your
world, your role in it, and everything
around you. It is a thought-provoking
glimpse into the Four Fundamental
Stepping Stones and why it is these Four
that are most critical in leading you into a
life of Balance.

At this first exciting Experience, you will
receive study materials which contain the
lessons you must master to proceed to the
next Experience – as well as a Passport to
document your passage through the
Lodges.
In just three short hours, you will have
tools to begin answering your most
pressing questions – “Who am I?”... “Why
am I here?”... “What am I supposed to be
doing?” – and you will have awakened
new questions as well. Ones to be
answered more fully as you master the
Path to Powáka.

Eliminate lifelong FEAR
Live outside of TIME
Rediscover true JOY
Create an impactful VISION for your future

I WOULD LIKE TO…
ATTEND A PODAWE
1. Click the button to the right to share your
contact info with us. Simply check the box
on the form to indicate you would like to
attend an event. We will be in touch shortly
to give you more information on where
and when the next Pódawe is happening
closest to you.
2. Send an email to thekeepers@wewan.org.
In the subject line, type Attend a Pódawe,
and include your contact info. We will
respond within 24 hours with information
about where and when the next Pódawe is
happening closest to you.
3. If you feel more comfortable on the phone,
dial 844.434.4669… if you can’t reach us
live, please leave a message in the main
box letting us know you’d like to attend a
Pódawe, along with how to contact you and
where you live. We will return your call
promptly. We’re anxious to speak with you!

<< go to form >>

<< send email >>

<< call us now >>

I WOULD LIKE TO…
HOST A PODAWE
1. Click the button to the right to share your
contact info with us. Simply check the box
on the form to indicate you would like to
host an event. We will be in touch shortly to
set up a time to talk to you about dates and
your location.
2. Send an email to thekeepers@wewan.org.
In the subject line, type Host a Pódawe, and
include your contact info (phone number
and best day/time to call is very helpful).
We will respond within 24 hours to talk to
you about dates and your location.
3. If you feel more comfortable on the phone,
dial 844.434.4669… if you can’t reach us
live, please leave a message in the main
box letting us know you’d like to host a
Pódawe, along with how to contact you and
where you would like to host the event. We
will return your call promptly. We’re anxious
to speak with you!

<< go to form >>

<< send email >>

<< call us now >>

I WOULD LIKE TO…
HOST A PODAWE
I am an Organization and I would like
to coordinate Pódawe for my team or
staff members.
We are always interested in speaking
with organizations about how the
Pódawe Experience and the Path to
Powáka can help staff and team
members, not only in their
professional roles but also in their
personal development.

1. Call us at 844.434.4669… if you can’t
reach us live, please leave a message
in the main box letting us know you’d
like to host a Pódawe for your
Organization, along with how to
contact you and where you would like
:: call now :: to host the event. We will return your
call promptly. We’re anxious to speak
with you!

2. Send an email to
thekeepers@wewan.org. In the
Our Experiences are guaranteed to be
subject line, type Organization
completely unique and refreshing…
Pódawe, and include your contact info
not your ordinary “training” day or
(phone number and best day/time to
team building event.
:: send email :: call is very helpful). We will respond
within 24 hours to talk to you
We are open to personalizing the
specifically about how we can bring
event for your needs and would love
the Pódawe to your organization,
to discuss details with you.
dates and your location.

RESOURCES
Introduction to the Path to Powáka
click here to watch video

RESOURCES
Hosting a Podawe

Hosting a Podawe

(residential)

(organizations)

click for interactive flip books

An-be’-bi-sin’-do-wi’-shin, wa’-i-ni’-nan.
Listen to me now, and what I’m about to say.
Kesh’-pin-pe’-sin-da’-nin-win da-ma’-dzhishka’ ke-bi-ma’-di-si-win’.
If you take heed of that which I say, your life shall always continue.
Ki’-ta-no’-da-we’… Mi-sa’-a-shi’-gwa.
Listen to me… Now is the time.

www.wewan.org

844.434.4669

At WeWán, we explore the
basics of life, enlighten you
to ancient skill sets, and empower you to move forward
on a new path of Balance.

CONTACT US TODAY!
844.434.4669
thekeepers@wewan.org

www.powaka.com

